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Spatially Squeezed Electromagnetic Modes of a Transformational
Optics Based Cavity Resonator for Targeted Material Heating
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Abstract—Confining electromagnetic (e-m) modes in a tiny space is a desirable aspect for many
applications including targeted material heating and light harvesting techniques. In this work, we report
spatially squeezed e-m modes of a cavity resonator formed by the modified transformation optical (TO)
medium. The proposed coordinate transformation scheme suggests curved contours of refractive index
profile such that the e-m mode can be confined within the contours. The effective mode area for a
TO cavity is at least 10 times smaller than the air-filled metallic cavity. The confined e-m modes of a
proposed cavity are horizontally flattened but vertically squeezed of the dimension of λ/49. The material
parameters of the proposed TO medium are approximated with non-magnetic and isotropic dielectric
values. For an application aspect, squeezed mode of the TO cavity is used for targeted material heating,
and it is demonstrated based on e-m thermal co-simulations. A tiny dielectric material placed at the
squeezed part of the cavity mode is heated rapidly with the temperature rise of 2.35◦C/s (11◦C/s) for
the single (dual) e-m source excitation with the peak electric field strength of 5× 104V/m. We further
discuss how one can realize the proposed TO medium practically with a cell-grid approximation using
photonic crystals and metamaterials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Confining electromagnetic (e-m) radiation in a tiny space is central in several applications such
as targeted heat treatment of biological cells, material characterization, and quantum optics. For
example, a cavity mode with low mode-volume/effective mode area represents highly localized state.
Such a localized state is essential for improving the emitter-field coupling interactions and controlling
spontaneous emission rate in quantum systems [1].

The e-m wave confinement due to spatial compression can be achieved through cavity resonators
ranging from metallic enclosure, quantum dots, dielectric resonators to cavities formed by artificial e-m
structures such as metamaterials [2, 3] and photonic crystals [4]. For instance, a material with high
dielectric constant such as BaTiO3 can be used for achieving spatially compressed e-m modes in the
form of dielectric resonators [5]. However, the increase in the dielectric permittivity of a material is
not a stand-alone criterion to achieve e-m mode confinement in small volumes, as losses associated with
high dielectric permittivity preclude the confinement applications. Instead of finding a material with a
high dielectric constant, one can try to explore sub-wavelength spatial variation of dielectric function
for tight e-m wave confinement using transformation optics (TO) [6, 7].

Transformation optics uses the principle of form invariance of Maxwell’s equations under coordinate
transformation, where the transformed space with desired size and shape can show exotic e-m
phenomena [8–12]. Several fascinating outcomes of TO devices such as square cloak [13], spherical
cloak [14], e-m concentrator [15], beam steering device [16], e-m beam compressor [17], perfect lenses [18],
optical black hole [19], optical wormholes [20], wave tilter [21, 22], retro directive reflectors [23], and
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optical wave dividers [24] were reported previously. Significant attention has been paid to the concept
of e-m beam concentration in tiny volumes using TO devices in the photonics research.

In the present work, we report the formation of squeezed e-m modes in a cavity resonator formed
by the modified TO medium. In our realization, the gradient index profile of the TO medium, which has
a spatial curvature feature is used for obtaining the spatially squeezed e-m modes. We have observed
that the realized TO cavity supports e-m modes with a mode area at least ten times smaller than the
conventional air-filled metallic cavity. The e-m mode of TO cavity is horizontally flattened but tightly
confined along the vertical direction such that the computed full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
along vertical direction is λ/49, where λ is the resonant wavelength of the TO cavity.

The practical realization of a TO based device is a major challenge across the entire e-m spectra
as TO devices are suffering from strong anisotropy and inhomogeneity nature of the transformed space.
To overcome the non-practical values for the material parameters, conformal optical transformation [25]
and quasi conformal approach [26] have been proposed previously, which were expected to eliminate
the pole problem (the point at which permittivity value is blowing/unbound) in the transformation
space. However, the conformal approach can be utilized only if the transformation equation satisfies
the Laplace equation, and the quasi conformal mapping still suffers from a pole problem. In our work,
the proposed transformation is not a conformal one as it does not satisfy Laplace equation. Hence to
avoid singularities in the transformed space, trigonometric functions (sines/cosines) are incorporated in
the coordinate transformation. Secondly to avoid non-practical values of transformed parameters, we
have approximated the derived TO medium to be non-magnetic and restricted only with the spatial
variation of dielectric parameter in the realization. Particularly, dielectric parameters of the TO medium
are scaled down by a factor of 10 in order to realize the concept practically.

In second part of the work, electromagnetic thermal co-simulations are carried out to reveal the
application aspect of the proposed TO cavity, where a tiny dielectric object loaded at the confinement
area of the cavity mode results in rapid heating for single and multiple e-m sources excited outside
the cavity. Finally, the discussion on the practical implementation of the TO cavity is presented with
respect to cell-approximation scheme, and cavity mode confinement is verified through full-wave e-m
calculations.

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSED OPTICAL TRANSFORMATION

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the proposed coordinate transformation (CT) described by

x′ = x; y′ = y

(
1− sin

(
x2 − y2

b

))
; z′ = z, (1)

where x and y, and x′ and y′ are the coordinates of a non-transformed rectangular air space (Fig. 1(a))
and a transformed TO space (Fig. 1(b)), respectively. Here x and z are unchanged. By only transforming
the y-coordinates, a valley-like wrapped structure is obtained in Fig. 1(b).

It is useful to mention that the proposed transformation has a sinusoidal function with quadratic
powers of x and y with a dimensionless control parameter b. Such incorporation of oscillatory function

with the argument (x2 − y2

b ) results in both space compression and stretching depending on x and y
values. In the present case, x and y ranges are chosen as −10 ≤ x ≤ 10 and −10 ≤ y ≤ 10 so that the
transformation space spreads out as −10 ≤ x′ ≤ 10 and −20 ≤ y′ ≤ 20 as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Since Maxwell’s equations are form invariant, the proposed scheme corresponds to the following
constituent parameters of the TO medium;
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Figure 1. Transformation scheme, (a) rectangular air space, (b) transformed space under CT.
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εyz = 0, (7)

εzx = εxz, (8)

εzy = εyz, (9)

εzz = εxx (10)

The above constituent parameters correspond to a tensor of rank 2 with 9 components. Here off-
diagonal elements such as εxz, εyz, εzy and εzx are zero, and the permittivity tensor governing the TO

medium is

(
εxx εxy 0
εyx εyy 0
0 0 εzz

)
. However, realizing a TO medium with this matrix is a difficult task.

To overcome the difficulty, we pay attention to the εyy profile alone. In Fig. 2(a) εyy profile is plotted

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Dielectric permittivity (Eq. (6) is scaled down by a factor of 10) and (b) corresponding
refractive index profiles of a proposed TO medium.
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by scaling down a factor of 10. It has interesting spatial contours with curved features with dielectric
constant ranging from 0.09 to 12. From Fig. 2(a), one can note that along any given contour, the
permittivity value is a constant. Suppose that a material has a dielectric profile as shown in Fig. 2(a),
it may suffice to confine e-m modes due to its sub-wavelength spatial variation with curved features.
Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding refractive index profile. We attempt to utilize the contours of εyy
profile for e-m confinement, and hence we restrict our TO medium to be non-magnetic with the spatial
variation of dielectric constant alone.

3. SQUEEZED MODE CONFINEMENT IN A TO CAVITY

It is observed from Fig. 1(b) that the entire space is under the coordinate transformation. However,
our approach is to take the specific region of the TO space and utilize it for different e-m applications.
Hence from Fig. 1(b), the region at the position of the upper curvature centered at (0, 12.85m) and
spreading out over the area of 0.8m× 0.15m is employed for the cavity realization, as this regime has
many squeezed contours of refractive indices as shown in Fig. 2(b). We identify that this selected regime
acts as a cavity resonator because in this selected regime, the refractive index values span from 0.091
to 3.533, and due to the presence of sub-zero index to the higher index gradient in the profile, e-m
waves are expected to confine and form an e-m mode within the smaller contours of the TO rectangular
geometry.

To find out the characteristic modes of the proposed TO geometry, eigenmode calculations are
carried through finite-element method based COMSOL Multiphysics [27]. In eigenmode analysis, the

TO geometry is assigned with perfect electric boundary conditions (PEC) described by n̂ × E⃗ = 0⃗.
Figs. 3(a)–(c) show the mode profile of the TO geometry. To compare the squeezing area aspect, the
mode profile of an air-filled metallic cavity of same dimensions is shown in Figs. 3(d)–(f). It is evident
that the characteristic modes of an air-filled metallic cavity cannot show any spatial compression in
it. On the other hand, for the TO geometry, the characteristics modes are flattened horizontally and
squeezed vertically as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). At this point, it is useful to emphasize that resonant
modes of air-filled. TO cavities are different, and they have no correspondence with each other, i.e., air
cavity modes are not compressed by using TO space. Rather, the modes of TO cavity are unique due
to the designed permittivity profile.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3. (a)–(c) e-m modes of a TO cavity at 0.3371GHz, 0.6827GHz and 0.9777GHz respectively.
(d)–(f) e-m modes of air filled metallic cavity at 1.0167GHz, 1.0673GHz, and 1.1466GHz, respectively.

To compare the degree of squeezing, electric field intensity (|E⃗|2) of the characteristic e-m modes
is scanned horizontally and vertically with respect to a point at (0, 12.845m) for both the TO and
air-filled metallic cavities, and are plotted in Fig. 4. The vertical spatial width (full-width at half-
maximum-FWHM) of an e-m mode of a TO cavity computed at 0.9777GHz is 0.0062m, whereas the
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Figure 4. (a) and (b) horizontal, and (c) and (d) vertical scanning of electric field intensity profiles
of various e-m modes of TO and air-filled metallic cavities with respect to a point at (0, 12.845m),
respectively.

vertical FWHM of the fundamental mode (at 1.0167GHz) of an air-filled cavity is 0.0750m. Thus the
vertical FWHM of the e-m mode of a TO cavity corresponds to a vertical squeezing of the dimension
of λ/49.48.

In the case of a horizontal scanning (y = 12.845m line at x = 0), the FWHM of an e-m mode of a
TO cavity computed at 0.9777GHz is 0.1349m, whereas for an air-filled metallic cavity, the horizontal
FWHM of an e-m mode at 1.0167GHz is 0.4000m. The horizontal FWHM of the flattened e-m mode
of TO cavity is of the dimension of λ/2.28.

Both the vertical and horizontal FWHMs of an e-m mode of a TO cavity suggests the squeezed
confinement along vertical direction, and this significant feature is mainly due to the refractive index
gradient profile of the TO medium.

To further quantify the degree of squeezing, an effective mode area (Aeff =
(
∫∫

|E(x,y)|2 dxdy)2∫∫
|E(x,y)|4 dxdy ) is

calculated for both TO cavity and air-filled metallic cavity, and they are listed in Table 1. It is found
that at least 10 times reduction in the effective mode area is witnessed for the characteristic modes of
TO cavity in comparison with the air-filled metallic cavity.

From the proposed TO cavity, one can use the squeezed cross-section of the cavity mode for

Table 1. Comparison between TO and air-filled metallic cavities of dimensions 0.8m× 0.15m.

Type of Cavity
Resonant Mode

Frequency (GHz)

Effective Mode

Area (m2)

TO cavity

0.3370 0.0140

0.6827 0.0080

0.9777 0.0069

Air-filled

metallic cavity

1.0167 0.0566

1.0673 0.0660

1.1466 0.0789
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a selective e-m interaction including heating and material characterization. In a typical cavity
perturbation technique, a dielectric/magnetic sample is kept at the maximum electric field of the cavity
mode, and if the size of the mode is tiny, it will be useful for targeted material treatment.

4. APPLICATION: ELECTROMAGNETIC THERMAL CO-SIMULATION OF
TARGETED MATERIAL HEATING

To demonstrate the heating application, eigenmode results are validated against full-wave computations
by externally exciting a cavity with an e-m source, and thermal co-simulations are carried out
subsequently. Fig. 5(a) shows the electric field norm plot of the TO cavity at 0.9651GHz for a TM
line source excited at the angle of 35◦. It may be noted that the resonant mode in a cavity can be
excited for any incident angle as the mode excitement is independent of the position of the incident
source. However to minimize perturbation losses due to loading of heating material into the cavity,
optimized source’s position is chosen. It is observed that both the eigenmode and full-wave e-m wave
computations verify the spatially squeezed e-m modes of the proposed TO cavity with the slight shift
in the resonant frequencies (Table 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) Electric field norm of the TO cavity mode at 0.9651GHz for ad TM polarized incident
wave. Line source emitting TM wave is inclined at angle of 35◦. (b) Electric field norm of the TO cavity
mode at 0.9651GHz after loading a triangular heating object into the TO cavity. The field perturbation
due to the heating object is highlighted separately. (c) Electric field norm for twin-beam excitations at
0.9651GHz.

To utilize this mode confinement for material heating, a cone object with dimensions of base length
2 cm and height 1.9 cm is taken as a heating object, and it is loaded at the mode’s confinement area of
the cavity as shown in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(b) shows the electric field norm plot for a triangular dielectric
heating object loaded into the TO cavity at 0.9651GHz, for a TM line source excited at angle of 35◦.
The incident e-m wave’s peak electric field strength is kept as 5e4V/m. It is observed that the presence
of heating object does not perturb the mode confinement drastically. This is evident from the field plot
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highlighted in Fig. 5(b), where around the tip of the heating object, e-m mode is concentrated. It is
further interesting to note that instead of a single line-source, one can also use multiple e-m sources
to excite the cavity mode. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(c), where twin line sources of TM polarization
(each with peak electric field strength of 5e4V/m) excite the cavity, and squeezed mode confinement is
observed.

The heating due to e-m beam confinement is studied through electromagnetic thermal co-
simulation [28]. The e-m thermal co-simulation involves a two-step procedure, where at first, the
harmonic field solution is obtained by solving a Maxwell’s wave equation, and in the second step
time-domain studies are performed by solving the heat transfer differential equation by considering
cavity mode’s e-m energy as a heat source. The partial differential equations governing e-m thermal
co-simulations are given as

∇× µ−1
r (∇×

⇀

E)− k20 (εr − jσ/ (ωε0))
⇀

E = 0,

ρCp
∂T

∂t
+ ρCpU⃗trans · ∇T = ∇ · (K∇T ) +Q,

(11)

where µr is the relative permeability; k0 is the wavenumber; ρ is the density of the heating material; Cp

is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure; T is the Temperature; K is the thermal conductivity;

U⃗trans is the velocity vector which denotes the rate of heat flow per unit cross-sectional area; and Q is
the heat source. Thermal properties of a heating cone object are taken as follows: εr = 2.829−j ∗0.174,
Cp = 2.821 × 103J kg−1K−1, K = 0.17W/mK, and ρ = 928 kg/m3 [28]. In solving the heat transfer
equation, boundaries of the heating medium are treated with the thermally insulating boundary
condition given as n̂ · (K∆T ) = 0, where n̂ is the unit normal vector, and ∆T is the temperature
gradient.

Figure 6 shows the e-m thermal co-simulation results for single and dual line sources exciting the
TO cavity with a peak electric field strength of 5e4V/m at 0.9651GHz. For a single (dual) line source,
a heating rate of 2.35◦C/s (11◦C/s) is observed. The rise in temperature over a time follows a parabolic
trend for both single and dual beam excitations. However, higher heating rates of 90◦C/min (single
beam) and 138◦C/min (twin beams) are witnessed. The temperature distribution profile of a heating
object at 60 s is shown in the inset of Fig. 6 for dual beam excitations. It is observed that from the tip
to the bottom of the cone, most of the heating is witnessed within 0.5 cm from the tip (magnified part
of the cone object is highlighted in the inset of Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Time dependence of temperature rising of a heating object due to single and dual e-m beams.
Inset shows temperature distribution of a cone object at 60 s for twin beam excitations.

5. DISCUSSION ON THE PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF A TO CAVITY

The spatially squeezed e-m modes of a TO cavity are due to the refractive index variation. Hence,
the replication of refractive index at all the points in the coordinate space will reconstruct the
cavity. However, achieving such spatial variation is not an easy task. Usually one may go for a cell
approximation, in which the designed TO medium is approximated by a rectangular grid [29], where
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 7. (a) Grid representation of a TO medium responsible for squeezed e-m modes. Each unit cell
size is 0.02m× 0.02m. (b)–(d) e-m modes of a cell approximated TO cavity at 0.3416GHz, 0.5833GHz
and 0.825GHz respectively.

at each grid point, a material with required refractive index is kept. To practically realize the curved
refractive index profile proposed in the work, we have simplified the TO medium as in Fig. 6(a). It
consists of 312 square unit cells, where each unit cell dimension is 0.02m × 0.02m. Each unit cell
is assigned with the uniform relative permittivity values corresponding to permittivity values at the
center of the unit cell. From Fig. 7(a), one can note that each square grid of given color indicates
the constant value of a relative dielectric permittivity. Hence, the demonstrated confinement can be
achieved with this approximated cell based TO cavity. Full-wave e-m results for the approximated TO
cavity are shown in Figs. 7(b)–(d) where fundamental modes of the TO cavity are in agreement with
the eigenmode analysis (Table 1) and full-wave computations (Sec. 4)). Apart from this computation,
it is further useful to mention the types of materials available for filling each square grid with required
refractive index values varying from sub-zero to 3.5. As far as sub-zero refractive index values are
concerned, metamaterials (MTM) are desirable. A sub-wavelength MTM unit cell size of λ/10 [30]
was practically realized at microwave/THz frequencies previously. In the case of higher refractive
index values, periodic array of photonic crystals can be attempted [31]. Moreover, microwave/THz
material with a refractive index varying from 2 to 3.6 can be molded along a given curve using ink-jet
and 3-D printing fabrication techniques [32, 33]. It has been recently demonstrated that the variation
of infill percentage of 3-D printing dielectric moldings provides necessary permittivity variations [34].
Therefore, we anticipate that the observed squeezed e-m modes of a proposed TO cavity are realizable
at microwave/THz frequencies.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Spatially squeezed e-m modes of a cavity resonator formed by modified TO medium were reported.
The proposed TO medium comprises layered contours of refractive index profiles, where e-m mode was
confined within the contours. The material parameters of the proposed TO medium are non-magnetic
and simplified with the spatial variation of dielectric permittivity alone. The effective mode area of
the e-m modes of a TO cavity is at least 10 times smaller than the effective mode area of the e-m
modes of an air-filled metallic cavity. The confined e-m mode of a TO cavity is flattened and squeezed
along horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. The vertical FWHM of the e-m mode of a TO
cavity is λ/49. For an application aspect, squeezed e-m modes of a TO cavity were used for targeted
material heating, and it was demonstrated based on e-m thermal co-simulations. We have found that
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a tiny dielectric material placed at the squeezed part of the cavity mode was heated rapidly with the
temperature rise of 2.35◦C/s (11◦C/s) for the single (dual) e-m source excitations with the moderate
peak electric field strength of 5e4V/m. The results of grid-cell approximation are in agreement with the
eigenmode analysis and full-wave computations, and thus it is indicated that the proposed TO cavity
is practically realizable at microwave frequencies. We further anticipate that the demonstrated work
may accelerate TO research by coupling electromagnetic and heat transfer domains for novel photonic
device realizations.
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